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Abstract

There has been a recent explosion on the amount of genetic sequence data in recent years,

and much of this data lacks any correlation to clinical significance, despite a clear interest

in making gene-disease associations in the academic research communities. MeshLinker,

a web application for organizing large sequence datasets under a clinical ontology, was

built to address that particular interest. MeshLinker establishes gene-disease associations

in an automated fashion. It also provides web links to outside databases such as UniGene

and OMIM, and categorizes each gene under the MeSH hierarchy by parsing PubMed

abstracts for MeSH headings. Lastly, it provides a searchable/browsable web interface to

view this information.
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1. Introduction

In the realm of informatics, there has often been a culture clash between basic and

clinical scientists. There are those that strongly feel that the disciplines of bioinformatics

and medical informatics should be separate academic programs. On the other hand, one

can make the argument that their overall goals are similar: impact our understanding of

biology and physiology that can be harnessed to impact patients in a positive way.

Altman recently made the argument that the two different fields of bioinformatics

and medical informatics can have powerful synergies and technology transfers between

them [1]. One of the ultimate goals of both bioinformatics and clinical informatics is to

have robust computational models of physiology that will enable us to model, store,

retrieve, and analyze the effects, on patients, of disease, medications, and the

environment. Each of these two disciplines approach this same goal from opposite ends

of the basic science-clinical science spectrum. Technologies involving bioinformatics

often emphasize basic biological data such as sequences, structures, pathways, and

genetic networks. Technologies involving medical informatics include knowledge

representation, data mining, automated diagnosis, and information retrieval.

There are a wide variety of bioinformatics databases in use today, each with their

own approach to the kind of data presented. GenBank [2] is a large genetic sequence

database, containing both nucleotide and protein sequences for all species, housed at the

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). LocusLink' [3,4] provides a

single query interface to curated sequence and descriptive information about genetic loci.

UniGene [3,5] is a database that clusters all sequences into non-redundant, gene-oriented



clusters. OMIM [6] (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man) is a database of human genes

and genetic disorders, originally developed at Johns Hopkins, and now maintained at

NCBI. It contains textual information and references - there are links to MEDLINE,

sequence records in Entrez [3], and other resources at NCBI and elsewhere. More

information on these databases can be found in Appendix A of this manuscript.

BayGenomics

On September 30, 2000, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)

launched the Programs for Genomic Applications [7] (PGA) (Figure 1), providing a $40

million grant divided amongst 11 centers across the U.S. (Table 1). This program is a

major initiative to advance functional genomic research related to heart, lung, blood, and

sleep health and disorders.

The UCSF PGA is divided into 9 different components, all covering different

aspects of the project, such as gene-trapping, bioinformatics gene identification and

database management, in-situ hybridization, and microarrays, and education (Table 2).

Specifically, the UCSF PGA involves the BayGenomics web resource [8] (Figure 2),

which is a database housing thousands of mouse sequences isolated by experimental

gene-trapping [9].

Gene-trapping [10] is an experimental technique which essentially allows

isolation of a random area of DNA and blocking its expression in the embryonic stem

cell. This “knockout” is propagated through generations of cell division and multiplying,

'LocusLink is due to be replaced by the newer Entrez Gene, and will cease operation on March 1, 2005.
Because LocusLink was used for this thesis' prototype application, this manuscript will still refer to it.



and if it does not cause an embronically lethal mutation, it can result in a living mouse

model that lacks the expression of the gene in question.

Component 1 utilizes gene-trap vectors to inactivate approximately 2500 genes

per year in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells. To date, approximately 10,000 cell lines

have been trapped. All trapped ES cells are posted on the BayGenomics website and

distributed for a nominal charge by the NIH/NCRR-sponsored Mutant Mouse Regional

Resource Centers (MMRRC) [11] to the scientific community for the purpose of

producing knockout mice.

Component 2 is intimately involved with bioinformatics techniques and uses

automated computational approaches to identify gene-trap sequences to known, full

length sequences in the non-redundant (NR) GenBank database. We have linked 92% of

our 10,000 BayGenomics cell lines to approximately 17,000 genes, which include

multiple genes corresponding to a specific cell line (Figure 3). By identifying these

sequences and providing useful annotation to each gene-trap sequence (such as providing

mappings to outside databases like LocusLink, GenBank, and MGI/JAX [12]),

BayGenomics provides a very useful service to the scientific community, which can

acquire any of the various cell lines for conducting research on knockout mice (Figure 4).

One of the ultimate goals of BayGenomics is to assess which of the ES cell clones

are involved in cardiopulmonary development and common cardiopulmonary diseases,

thereby increasing the value of the resource to investigators.

3
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Motivation

The usability of mice as excellent animal models can not be overstated. Over the

past century, the mouse has developed into the premier mammalian model system for

genetic research. Scientists from a wide range of biomedical fields have gravitated to the

mouse because of its close genetic and physiological similarities to humans. Although

yeasts, worms, and flies are excellent models for studying the cell cycle and many

developmental processes, mice are far better tools for probing the immune, endocrine,

nervous, cardiovascular, skeletal and other complex physiological systems that mammals

share. Like humans and many other mammals, mice naturally develop diseases that

affect these systems, including cancer, atherosclerosis, hypertension, diabetes,

Osteoporosis and glaucoma. Adding to the mouse's appeal as a model for biomedical

research is the animal’s relatively low cost of maintenance and its ability to quickly

multiply, reproducing as often as every nine weeks [13].

On the other hand, BayGenomics was originally focused on the needs of research

scientists, and hence is rather gene and nucleotide sequence oriented. Though it may be

useful to the scientific gene knockout community, the usability to clinicians not as well

versed in bioinformatics may be limited. Work involved with this thesis project was

performed to provide a prototype strategy for linking gene identities for the genetraps to

available clinical information principally via MeSH and OMIM.

We feel that development of a tool that can extend the knowledge domain of

BayGenomics closer to the clinical realm can help facilitate new types of queries not

currently possible with BayGenomics — and possibly open up new avenues of

investigation for researchers. As an example, it currently is not possible to search for

- .



specific genes with a disease-oriented query such as “show me all of your genes that are

linked to cardiovascular disease”. Rather, the user is limited to searching by categories

such as GenBank accession number, gene symbol name, and MGI/JAX number.

First, a connection from our PGA mouse genes to OMIM human entries would

provide an extremely useful addition to BayGenomics. The utilization of OMIM

information helps bridge the gap between our mouse bioinformatics site and clinical

research, by providing relevant connections between our gene-trap sequences and human

genetic disease. It also provides one method to determine which of our genes are related

to cardiopulmonary and/or sleep disorders - one of the overall PGA goals.

Furthermore, once these valuable connections to human diseases are made, this

information can be presented to the user by utilizing a clinical vocabulary in a search

engine. By doing so, we can facilitate sophisticated clinically minded queries that are not

currently possible on BayGenomics. The ability to search the BayGenomics database by

disease name in addition to accession number or cell line number would allow clinical

researchers to quickly hone in on relevant genes and cell lines, and thereby facilitate the

creation of appropriate mouse models for their research activities.



2. Specific Aims

(1) Develop a set of Python modules to translate and integrate information between

disparate genomic databases, and to map genes into a clinically oriented ontology.

(2) Develop a database schema to represent relevant relationships and store data

obtained from parsing modules.

(3) Develop a web-based front end, utilizing browser and search engine functionality

that can be integrated into the BayGenomics website.

º
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3. Methods

(1) Develop a set of Python modules to translate and integrate information between

disparate genomic databases, and to map genes into a clinically oriented ontology.

A wide variety of biological databases exist, such as GenBank, SWISS-PROT,

UniGene, and LocusLink. Their features and annotation are often rich, but difficult to

integrate with each other due to different number/identification schemes. Often times,

data referring to the same actual gene will be referred by different ID numbers in

different databases – for example, the gene for “adenomatosis polyposis coli” has a

GenBank accession number of NM_007462, a GenBank GI number of 6680692, a

LocusLink ID of 11789, and a MGI/JAX ID of 88039. It is fairly trivial to “jump across”

different databases manually with a web-browser, given a single gene — however it is not

when dealing with a large set of 10,000 different gene accession numbers. An automated

system is clearly desired.

The Python programming language [14] was used to write a series of automated

scripts to obtain equivalent identifier numbers from some of these different databases,

given the starting point of a single GenBank accession number. In addition, given a

single gene, all associated PubMed are retrieved. Doing so allows retrieval of entire

PubMed abstracts, which contain Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [15].

Data Retrieval

Starting with the GenBank accession number, the modules perform two different

paths for information retrieval from the internet (Figure 5): one path retrieves UniGene,

|
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HomoloGene [3], and OMIM data, and the other retrieves data from PubMed, to include

MeSH headings. The first path obtains the accession number, retrieves the LocusLink

number, makes the UniGene connection, and then determines the most probable human

homolog to this mouse gene, via HomoloGene. Once the human homolog is determined,

then the scripts will attempt to retrieve a matching OMIM entry, if one exists for it. The

second path retrieves the GenBank information for the particular gene accession number,

and retrieves all PubMed abstracts associated with that GenBank page. Using the

PubMed abstracts, the scripts parse out all MeSH headings from them.

Whenever possible, XML information was retrieved from NCBI, using their e

Utilities (also known as e-Utils) interface [16], which provides their data in encapsulated

XML tags. XML is often preferable to HTML and/or plain text, because many websites

often change the format of their displayed output – when this occurs, it will often break

the parser that was written. XML encapsulated fields distinctly identify various data

fields, and are changed much less often. This approach is superior to basing a parser on

HTML documents. Essentially, XML parsers can specifically look for encapsulated tags

such as <Gene_id-, while with HTML there is no direct way to identify which data on

the page is really the gene ID. HTML pages are often parsed using regular expression

text matching, and this approach often fails when websites changes how their pages are

displayed.

Initially, NCLEVER4.0 [17] was used to retrieve MEDLINE abstracts.

NCLEVER4 is an old command line program, dating back to the early 1990's, that

connects over the network to NCBI's Entrez database, and can run batch jobs involving

many queries. The source code is available on the internet and easily compiled on a



Linux workstation. NCLEVER was used in a recent paper that also performed MeSH

term matching, similar to what was done with this project [18]. However, with the

advent of e-Utils, the step involving NCLEVER became unnecessary, as e-Utils was used

to retrieve the same information, and much more, using the same interface.

The entire retrieval process took approximately 4–5 days of continuous activity

using 17,000 gene accession numbers. The process could potentially be done much

faster, but delays were used between each connection to NCBI to comply with their

request for not flooding their network server – on their user requirements page, they state

that users should not make on average more than one request per 3 seconds.

A modified version of Conrad Huang's e-Utilities library was utilized for XML

retrieval from e-Utils (personal communication with Conrad Huang, November 2003).

These scripts were written in Python. In the case of e-Utils not capable of retrieving

needed data, such as UniGene and HomoloGene names, then a direct HTML query was

used to query the NCBI Entrez site, and retrieve XML data embedded within HTML.

XML parsing was accomplished with Sam Schreiber's Multiloader2 package (personal

communication with Sam Schreiber, June 2004), also written in Python.

Choice of Ontology

There were a number of clinical ontologies to pick from: SNOMED, Medical

Subject Headings (MeSH), International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9), and Unified

Medical Language System (UMLS) [19] are a few examples. These four ontologies are

compared in Table 3.

The smallest of the four, MeSH is used to organize and index scientific literature

in Medline and PubMed. The MeSH ontology is fairly small, at 25 megabytes of text

==
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information and contains over 22,000 concepts. It contains approximately 300,000

synonyms for those concepts as well. An average of 10-15 MeSH indexing terms (also

known as descriptors) are assigned to each scientific abstract by professional indexers at

NCBI — these indexers manually assign keywords after reading the article. Incorporating

MeSH into a process system as described above is a natural extension of the data

gathering process – MeSH headings are easily obtained for all scientific articles while

searching with the PubMed system.

SNOMED [20] and ICD-9 [21] are much larger ontologies, each having at least

10 times the number of concepts as MeSH. SNOMED was developed by pathologists

and is primarily used in a clinical setting. ICD-9 is familiar to many physicians as it is

used for billing and insurance purposes. However, there is no simple, easy way to map

genes to these ontologies, as they are clinically based and are not a part of the

downloaded PubMed entries.

UMLS is intended to be the all-inclusive ontology, incorporating over 100 source

vocabularies such as MeSH and SNOMED, and containing over 1 million concepts. It

provides a metathesaurus that links similar concepts between these different ontologies.

UMLS is very large with over 20 gigabytes of uncompressed information, and comes on

a DVD disc due to its size. Its size makes it more complete than the other ontologies. It

is also very complex because it semantically links all the different concepts from

different ontologies together. Overall, its size and complexity makes it very unwieldy

and extremely challenging to use. Users of UMLS will often prune the UMLS ontology

into their own customized (and smaller) version. For example, for the purpose of

10



categorizing mouse knockout genes, it would probably be safe to exclude all concept

trees related to botany and/or medicolegal affairs.

Of worthy mention, the Gene Ontology (GO) [22] is a widely used and very well

known ontology. However, it is aimed at the basic science spectrum more than clinical.

It would not be possible to search for disease phenotypes such as myocardial infarction or

Parkinson’s Disease. GO is centered around three structured, controlled vocabularies that

describe gene products in terms of their associated biological processes, cellular

components and molecular functions.

Because of the simplicity and accessibility of using MeSH, we chose to use it for

this project over other ontologies such as UMLS.

The various Python module files written for this project are summarized in Table

(2) Develop a database schema to represent relevant relationships and store data

obtained from parsing modules.

Information and data management is one of the major themes of both medical

informatics and bioinformatics. The use of tens of thousands of genes can easily result in

many megabytes worth of annotation to be stored and retrieved. Though flat files are

easier to use and implement at first, a relational database management system (RDBMS)

is clearly the better choice with this amount of information, due to scalability and

performance issues.

11



MySQL 3.23 [23] was chosen as the RDBMS platform due to a variety of

reasons: open source, fast performance, no need for a dedicated database administrator,

and portable among most operating system platforms.

MySQL is characterized as a free, fast, reliable open source relational database

[24]. It lacks some sophistication and facilities, but it has an active development team

and, as it goes from release to release, more capabilities are added. At certain times there

will be a trade-off between speed and capabilities, and the MySQL team intend to keep

their database engine fast and reliable.

By comparison, PostgreSQL [25] is another open source relational database

management system. It conforms to the SQL standards much better than MySQL and

runs on a wide variety of platforms, but the extra feature set slows and complicates its

use. Oracle is the leading commercial RDMS; it is highly flexible, runs on many

platforms and has a full and sophisticated feature set. Because of its highly tunable

nature, an Oracle database administrator (DBA) needs to be well and heavily trained. In

comparison, MySQL does not require a dedicated DBA. Microsoft SQL Server runs only

on Windows platforms, which excludes its use in applications where there is a need to

run on Linux or Unix.

Figure 6 depicts the database schema that was developed for this project. Overall,

the schema can be divided into three major sections. The first section comprises of tables

already in use by the production BayGenomics database server. These tables contain the

gene accession numbers and LocusLink numbers. The two other sections contain

information retrieved and processed by the MeshLinker scripts: one containing the

UniGene/HomoloGene/OMIM information, and the other containing the PubMed

=}
º
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abstract information (journal, title, authors, etc.) as well as MeSH headings derived from

the abstracts. Lookup tables are also included which link MeSH terms to MeSH

numbers, and also MeSH synonym terms. This information is obtained and parsed

directly from downloaded files made available on the MeSH homepage at:

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html

(3) Develop a web-based front end, utilizing browser and search engine functionality

that can be integrated into the BayGenomics website.

The preceding step generates a massive amount of information: for the 17,000

BayGenomics genes used as input, over 23,000 entries were deposited in the abstracts

table, and over 56,000 entries deposited in the mesh table. Therefore, an efficient

interface is necessary to query and view this large collection of information. The natural

solution was to build a web-based front end system, using the Apache webserver

application [26] and written in the Python programming language. In order to resemble

many common search engines in existence today, this required building two things: (1) a

browser hierarchy, and (2) search engine functionality.

The browser (Figure 7) involves dynamically generated web pages and allows

users to traverse up and down through the tree structure of a MeSH (Figure 8), viewing

the relationships between different MeSH terms, determining the number of

BayGenomics genes categorized under each term, and viewing each gene's various

annotations and links to other databases (Figure 9).

Representing the MeSH tree in a browser hierarchy required using the MeSH

numbers associated with each term (e.g. “C04.682” = “Neoplasms, Radiation-Induced”).

13



Starting at the top level MeSH number prefix (e.g., “C”), the hyperlinks lead to

subsequent branches until a leaf node is reached and one cannot drill down any deeper in

that particular branch (“C”, “C04”, “C04.682”, “C04.682.512”, etc.)

Matching genes to individual MeSH terms was made possible by using the

associated PubMed abstracts in MEDLARS format and parsing out the “MH” (MeSH

Headings) lines from it. Given a particular gene and the PubMed abstracts corresponding

to it, each abstract contained on average 10 to 15 MeSH headings. Each of these

obtained headings were then deposited into the MeshLinker database, with information

leading back to the gene in question. In this fashion, we were able to link genes to their

associated MeSH heading categories.

Search engine functionality was incorporated to allow direct queries such as

“which genes fall under the term cardiomyopathy?” Each downloaded MeSH record for

a term also contains various synonyms for that term, labeled as “ENTRY”. For example,

the entry for the MeSH descriptor “Parkinson Disease” contains a number of synonym

terms: “Idiopathic Parkinson's Disease”, “Lewy Body Parkinson's Disease”, “Parkinson

Disease, Idiopathic”, “Parkinson's Disease”, “Parkinson's Disease, Lewy Body”. Any

query using these terms will result in the same MeSH category shown on the web

browser screen (Figure 10).

It should be noted that many common terms for particular diseases and conditions

are not recognized as MeSH terms or synonyms. A query of “MI” or “heart attack”

results in a “search not found” error page — they do not result in the page for “Myocardial

Infarction”, which is the official MeSH term for that particular concept.

14



4. System Architecture and Software

MeshLinker was initially developed on an Intel Pentium.4 workstation under the

Debian Linux distribution, running at 3 GHz CPU with 1 GB of RAM memory. Open

source software used in conjunction with MeshLinker are:

- MySQL 3.23 relational database management system

- Apache 1.3 webserver

- Python 2.3 programming language

MeshLinker was later ported to the Socrates cluster server housed at the UCSF

Resource for Biocomputing, Visualization and Informatics (RBVI) [27], for increased

performance. Because the operating system was also UNIX-based (Hewlett Packard

Tru64), porting to the new system was fairly trivial. MySQL, Apache, and Python were

already available on the new system. Socrates is based on Hewlett Packard's (HP)

AlphaServer family of computers and includes a 32-processor GS1280 and four 4

processor ES45s.

15



5. Draft of a Manuscript to be Submitted

To be submitted to Bioinformatics journal under the Applications Note section.

MeshLinker: an automated web-based tool for organizing genes under
MeSH.

Roy Lee, Patricia Babbitt, and Thomas Ferrin.

ABSTRACT

Summary: We developed MeshLinker, an automated web application for organizing

large sequence datasets under a clinical ontology. MeshLinker establishes links to

outside databases such as UniGene and OMIM, categorizes each gene under the MeSH

hierarchy by parsing PubMed abstracts for MeSH headings, and provides a

searchable/browsable web interface to view this information.

Availability: MeshLinker is available at http://baygenomics.ucsf.edu/mesh

Contact: tefG).cgl.ucsf.edu

INTRODUCTION

The recent explosion in genomic research has resulted in huge and unwieldy genetic

sequence datasets with often useful molecular annotation, but still lacking disease and

developmental context at the larger organism level. MeshLinker is an automated system

for categorizing large and/or custom sets of genes within a searchable/browsable medical

subject heading (MeSH) hierarchy [15], and providing useful links to relevant outside

16



databases. Researchers can utilize this software in conjunction with their own collection

of genes to generate UniGene [5], OMIM [6], PubMed [2], and MeSH linkages, and

display this information in an easy to use web browser interface. We present as an

example the use of MeshLinker as a way to help organize the collection of mouse gene

knockouts generated by the BayGenomics consortium and to quickly view their disease

associations in the biomedical literature.

*- -------- ---T- --- ---
El- Edit ºr -o ºut-arks tºols help E----------Rºsar-Tº-Hºp -

* : * : * ~ *, *r-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-ºoºººº-ºº-ººr - c. * : * * * * * * ************* - d.

MeshLinker MeshLinker

r search by name: _search by name:
-

Loºk-up Lºan up

Browse via the 15 main Mesh categories: tº lºss tº lºw---allººn-tº-----

currentºr total tºur-mayaenºmics gene-in-linker Respiratory Insufficiency (CO8.618.846)wumber of gene-falºg under earn Mesº category are ºn parenthese

Genes fa■ ting under this exact Mesh number.(2052 Genes)
ºn tº 146 jerº) tº ºur-Musmuscuºus riterceºus adhesion molecuaticamin mRNA
(928 genes) -

a ■ ºlº (9201 genes) cell ºn

º º (8.972 genes) - -

wº ºº Lºgen-chu-ters ----at-ree-dar-tº-ºn mºlecule tº-mi)

(77.89 genes) (57 ºp----- -º-º-º-º-º-º-tº-sust-fººty to
- - - genes) -------

-
(24 genes) ºut-a-rºnes sº ******** **n meleº-ic-ºral

to genes) gen-tº-º-º-rurber reasºn ºn rººt-ºn-º-º-dººrºnary flººs and r-pºratºry
(9085 genes, nºcerºy in mºre jºlt-ºr-nºt ea. 714-41 -oº

"º. *Lººkºus muscuºus phosphatidylserine receptor(Ptdººr), mRNA
(4 genes) -------

urºgene cluster- - Phosphatidylserº-receptor ºptiºn

Pos-tºs oºº- ---

-------

ºutrmed entre-ºrking - phºsphatidyl-ºn-receptºr is required tº cº-º-º:
gene tº ºranter apºptºtº reºs. scient-º-lº-nizºº)

Additional MesºH headings failing under Respiratory insufficiency
■ cos. 518.546):

**********wunder-ºcategºries are secºnrºe

-

a hºrn-ºasiaº-wrºpºma-isºsº-Dºua

Figure 1. Sample screenshots. From left: (1) Front page of website, displaying the top

level MeSH tree. One may either browse the MeSH tree or simply type in a search

query. (2) A detailed display of the Respiratory Insufficiency category, along with the 2

genes matching that exact MeSH number. URL links to GenBank, BayGenomics,

UniGene, OMIM, and PubMed abstracts are given for each gene.
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SYSTEM AND METHODS

The MeshLinker system does primarily four things: (1) categorizes genes within the

MeSH hierarchy using the assigned MeSH headings from their associated PubMed

abstracts, (2) retrieves additional information and related annotation from other outside

databases, (3) organizes all the data in a relational database, and (4) provides a web

browser front end for querying this database. All data is retrieved over the internet from

NCBI using e-Utils [16] or Entrez, as opposed to local CD-ROM. Most data is obtained

as XML formatted text, and processed through a custom parser called Multiloader2

(personal communication with Sam Schreiber, June 2004).

Starting with a gene accession number, the gene's GenBank entry is parsed for all

PubMed ID numbers, which in turn allow the retrieval and parsing of PubMed abstracts

for MeSH headings and other annotation. Other annotation that is retrieved, stored, and

displayed are UniGene clusters and OMIM entries. If the gene in question belongs to a

non-human organism, an attempt is made to link to OMIM by searching for a possible

human homolog from the HomoloGene database [3].

A series of Apache CGI scripts provide the web interface to this information. The

interface is minimalist and the style similar to that seen with the search/browser functions

seen at various search engine websites. A simple text search box is provided, along with

a clickable tree to allow traversing through the MeSH hierarchy. The search box will

consider alternative spellings/synonyms for a given query by utilizing the set of terms
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within a particular MeSH entry. If a particular gene has been linked to a MeSH category,

then a wide variety of information and outside links (UniGene, OMIM, GenBank, etc.)

are displayed in the browser application. Furthermore, any associated PubMed URL

links to abstracts are provided for the particular gene.

MeshLinker is written in the Python programming language and developed on a Debian

Linux server. It interfaces with a MySQL database and an Apache web server.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This system represents a powerful application that can add clinical relevance to a custom

set of gene data. Its main advantage is utilizing any set of GenBank gene accession

numbers, and viewing their MeSH associations, through dynamic webpages. We have

applied this to link data from mouse gene knockouts to disease terms associated with

MeSH. The mouse gene knockouts are generated and maintained through the

BayGenomics consortium, funded by the NHLBI Program in Genomic Applications [9].

Though we have used it in the context of categorizing our mouse gene knockouts,

MeshLinker could also be used to categorize sets of genes for other species, as well as

microarray probe sets.

Overall, there are 17,174 unique genes linked to BayGenomics cell line sequences used

in the current instance of MeshLinker. Of those, 9220 genes are categorized somewhere

in the MeSH hierarchy – there are many GenBank entries for these 17,174 genes without
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links to articles in PubMed. Out of these 9220 genes, 928 genes are categorized under

the "C" MeSH subcategory for “Diseases”. Overall, there are 324 unique genes linked to

entries in OMIM.

For these 928 genes with some kind of linkage to a MeSH category, 45% of them are

associated with nervous system diseases, 38% with immunologic disease, and 33% with

It is important to note that a gene may be linked to multiple MeSHneoplasms.

categories.

Future efforts are directed at improving these numbers, which we expect as more

knockout genes are obtained and identified through the BayGenomics project. Future

methods for mapping our cell lines and genes to MeSH will likely improve these numbers

as well.

MeSH contains approximately 22,500 concepts, and though we incorporate MeSH

synonyms, the search engine still was not able to find any results for the query “heart

attack” – this is simply because that query is not a MeSH term, while “myocardial

infarction” is. The use of higher level, more comprehensive ontologies such as the

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [19] and SNOMED [20] will likely improve

the quality of searching. Because MeSH has been integrated within UMLS, we are

investigating the possibility of incorporating UMLS technology to resolve non-MeSH

term queries to proper MeSH numbers by first determining the correct UMLS concept ID

º
:
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6. Validation and Testing

For these 928 genes with some kind of linkage to a MeSH category, 45% of them

are associated with nervous system diseases, 38% with immunologic disease, and 33%

with neoplasms (Table 5). It is important to note that a gene may be linked to multiple

MeSH categories — for example, gene accession NM_008543 is Mus musculus MAD

homolog 7 (Drosophila) (Madh?), mRNA, and in the literature has been linked to

different MeSH categories such as diabetic nephropathies, squamous cell carcinoma,

dermatitis, scleroderma, and hepatocellular carcinoma.

Using MeSH descriptors for certain genes as a means of establishing some sort of

biomedical categorization can be misleading. Often, linked MeSH descriptors are

extremely vague and not too informative. To take the above example gene, NM_008543

is also categorized under Animals (B01), Proteins (D12.776), Tooth (A14.549.167.860),

and Air (G03.230.300.100.150). None of these categories give the user any useful

information.

On the other hand, there are genes that appear to be categorized accurately and

informatively. There are a few genes with OMIM linkages that have the MeSH

descriptor terms mentioned somewhere in their OMIM record. As an example,

NM_009680 is Mus musculus adaptor-related protein complex AP-3, beta 1 subunit

(Ap3b1), mRNA. Through the process of establishing homology connections (via

Homologene) and ultimately an OMIM entry, this mouse gene was linked to a human

OMIM record with a title of Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome, which is a form of

oculocutaneous albinism. The MeSH descriptor that this gene was categorized under was
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Albinism, Oculocutaneous (C11.270.040.545). It is therefore reasonable to conclude that

NM_009680 was placed by the automated system into a correct MeSH category.

It is possible to develop further automation to detect genes which have the same

terms between the OMIM entry and the MeSH descriptor. Such automation would give

us the ability to quickly determine which genes were categorized with a high degree of

accuracy. However, it would not be trivial to design and implement — for example,

performing a simple text match of oculocutaneous albinism would fail against

Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome. One would also consider having the automated program

view all the words in the OMIM entry, and not only the OMIM title. In the above

example, the term oculocutaneous albinism appeared in the body text of the OMIM entry,

and not the title itself.

Two gene sets were used in an attempt to validate the process of MeSH

correlation — these were gene sets with known phenotypes and/or diseases. The first was

a list of 5 BayGenomics cell lines with known disease phenotype, supplied by Dean

Sheppard, MD of the Gladstone Institute (Table 6). The second was a list of several

genetrap sequences from the German Gene Trap Consortium (GGTC) [28], also with

known phenotypes (Table 7).

The five sample BayGenomics cell lines were all identified to one or more

GenBank accession numbers — however, none of these genes were linked to any MeSH

descriptors related to the supplied phenotypes from Dr. Sheppard. Looking at each case

individually, it was discovered that the automated MeshLinker process was not

necessarily at fault. For all of the five unlinked genes, the supplied phenotype names did

not appear as the appropriate MeSH descriptor in the PubMed article abstract. As an

:
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example, cell line RRK003, described by Dr. Sheppard as involved with acute lung

injury, is identified to GenBank accession numbers NM_010442, M33203, and X56826.

Examining the PubMed abstracts and their associated MeSH headings, none of the three

genes had any assigned MeSH headings related to the term acute lung injury or its

synonyms (e.g. acute respiratory distress syndrome).

Another reason why performing a search for these genes failed was because in

one case, the supplied phenotype was not a MeSH term. Cell line RRS565 is linked to

hypoplastic lungs, according to the list. However, the term hypoplastic lungs is not an

official MeSH descriptor or synonym, and therefore did not result in any matches when

that query was entered.

The list of sequences from GGTC did not easily correspond to our BayGenomics

cell lines and/or genes, due to different cell line labeling and use of non-standardized

gene symbol names. Because of this, it was not a simple matter to use that information

to validate the MeshLinker system.
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7. Discussion

MeshLinker appears to work quite well for finding genes and cell lines, given a

disease of interest. However, as seen with the two example data sets, it does not appear

to work well the other way around; we tend to have poor results finding MeSH

correlations, given known genes. Though the mentioned reasons for not matching known

phenotype to MeSH descriptor are understandable, we would certainly like better results.

There are a number of possible directions to take in the future with the

MeshLinker system. The first is to improve the quality and accuracy of these automated

gene-disease connections. The second is to continue widening the potential user base for

this application.

Many opportunities to improve upon the quality and accuracy of the gene-disease

connections exist, but none are trivial, and all require completely different methods for

establishing these connections. We currently utilize MeSH as the ontology of choice.

Though it is very easy to use and implement for a prototype such as the one we have

created here with MeshLinker, there are some serious deficiencies with relying solely on

MeSH, as seen with the problems with validation.

One possibility is to utilize UMLS/Snomed in addition to MeSH. UMLS is much

larger and more of a “complete” ontology to use for these purposes. MeSH is already

incorporated into UMLS, and the use of semantic relationships in UMLS would be very

advantageous. One big problem with using MeSH is the limited synonyms available to

use — while a system based on MeSH would have difficulty understanding what the term
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“heart attack” is, UMLS likely would not. The largest drawback of using UMLS is its

very large size and unwieldiness, as it comes as a package involving several CD-ROM’s.

However there are new tools for UMLS these days, namely MetamorphoSys [29], which

may be used to significantly “prune down” the size of the ontology that is worked with.

As an example, it would be possible (and recommended) to remove entries dealing with

botany and create a sub-set of the overall UMLS to work with.

There are also other completely different methods for establishing gene-disease

connections. Natural language processing (NLP) methods have been used in the past to

automatically extract gene names and gene and protein interactions from text. A recent

paper [30] described a statistical algorithm that can swiftly identify from the literature,

sets of genes known to be associated with given diseases – it offers a comprehensive way

to treat alias symbols, a statistical method for computing the relevance of the gene to the

query, and a novel way to disambiguate gene symbols from other abbreviations.

However, due to the complexity of different gene symbol conventions, resulting in many

non-standardized symbols, this method was beyond the scope of this initial project. For

example, the acronym ER could be confused with either Emergency Room or Estrogen

Receptor, the latter of which uses the alias symbol ER for the gene ESR1.

Genetic association studies also represent potential avenues of gene-disease

associations. Most common diseases are complex disease traits, with multiple genetic

and environmental components contributing to susceptibility. It has been proposed that

common genetic variants, including single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP's), influence

susceptibility to common disease [31]. By determining the genotype of these variants in

individuals with disease and in unaffected controls, these polymorphisms could be tested
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for association with susceptibility to a variety of diseases. These “association studies”

usually have a case-control design, where frequencies of the alleles or genotypes at the

site of interest are compared in populations of cases and controls; a higher frequency in

cases is taken as evidence that the allele or genotype is associated with increased risk of

disease. NIH is currently working on a new database to consolidate the data from all

known genetic association studies — this is the Genetic Association Database (GAD) [32],

located at http://geneticassocationdb.nih.gov. It aims to collect, standardize, and archive

genetic association study data and to make it easily accessible to the scientific

community.

Lastly, widening the usage of MeshLinker is an obvious direction. Though we

currently use mouse knockout sequences as the basis for our database, it not need be

limited to them. It would be quite interesting to use microarray probe sets, or large gene

sets from other species such as yeast and rat.
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8. Conclusion

The recent explosion in biomedical data over the last several years underscores

the importance and need for the ability to make gene-disease connections. A hybrid

approach, combining both bioinformatics and medical informatics principles, would be

helpful in tackling this important issue. By understanding the role a particular gene (or

lack thereof) plays in normal development or pathological disease, we can advance our

knowledge and understand science better. We can harness the power of this newfound

knowledge and help bring new cures to diseases by targeting our research efforts at the

relevant genes of interest. Hundreds of new genetic sequences are deposited in our

public databases every day, and so the increased need is obvious for such automated data

mining tools as MeshLinker. Furthermore, as more literature gets published in the

journals, more information in the form of MeSH headings will get deposited into

MeshLinker as well.

We have demonstrated MeshLinker to be a useful inital approach to helping

researchers find genes they would want to investigate. It is a downloadable package that

is easily modified to the end-user's needs, utilizing the user's custom list of gene

accession numbers – whether microarray probe sets, or large genetrap sequence sets such

as with BayGenomics.

We found making the gene-disease connection via MeSH easily implemented but

prone to many misleading or uninformative gene-disease connections. Nevertheless, it

served well for a prototype tool such as MeshLinker. The perfect solution has not been

discovered yet, and is considered the “holy grail” by some out in industry. It will likely

involve other ontologies such as UMLS and Snomed, and incorporate other methods of
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automated gene-disease connections, such as statistical-based literature methods. Though

a totally automated, 100% accurate solution is still far away, it is still beneficial to have a

system that automates mostly everything (retrieve information from NCBI, deposit into

database, and conduct queries), and leaves the end user to simply verify and validate the

results of his/her search.
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10. Appendices

Appendix A: Overview of the NCBI databases and tools

GenBank

GenBank is a database of nucleotide sequences from >130,000 organisms. Records

that are annotated with coding region (CDS) features also include amino acid

translations. GenBank belongs to an international collaboration of sequence databases

(described below), which also includes EMBL and DDB.J. GenBank is updated daily in

NCBI search systems, and a full release is issued on the FTP site approximately the 15th

of every February, April, June, August, October, and December. It contains all the data

present in GenBank as of the cutoff date specified in the release notes. The FTP site also

provides daily cumulative and non-cumulative update files.

Each GenBank includes, for example, information about accession number formats,

sequence identifiers (GI number and accession.version), a listing of GenBank divisions,

and more. Each record describes some commonly annotated biological features, such as

CDS, and provides links to documents that list and define the complete set of biological

features that can be annotated on sequence records.

GenBank is accessible using a web browser through Entrez Nucleotides, and can be

accessed using a variety of command-line utilities, as well as through an e-mail interface.

An option to download the GenBank full release and updates via FTP is also available.

For more information about GenBank, go to
http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/Sitemap/index.html#GenBank
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Locus|Link

LocusLink provides a single query interface to curated sequence and descriptive

information about genetic loci. LocusLink issues a stable ID for each locus and presents

information on official nomenclature, aliases, sequence accession numbers, phenotypes,

EC numbers, OMIM numbers, UniGene clusters, map information, and relevant web

sites. LocusLink is a collaborative effort among NCBI, Human Gene Nomenclature

Committee, OMIM, and others. LocusLink currently contains data for a number of

species such as human, mouse, rat, zebrafish, nematode, fruit fly, cow, sea urchin,

African clawed frog, and HIV-1. Organisms can be searched together or separately.

LocusLink can be accessed via http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/LocusLink/

UniGene

UniGene is another NCBI databases where ESTs and full-length mRNA sequences

organized into clusters that each represent a unique known or putative gene within the

organism from which the sequences were obtained. UniGene clusters are annotated with

mapping and expression information when possible (e.g., for human), and include cross

references to other resources. Sequence data can be downloaded by cluster through the

UniGene web pages, or the complete data set can be downloaded from the

repository/UniGene directory of the FTP site. In addition, UniGene DDD (described

below) can be used to show differential expression of genes between cDNA libraries. The

organisms represented in UniGene are listed on the UniGene home page.

UniGene can be accessed via http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/UniGene/
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HomoloGene

HomoloGene is a gene homology tool that compares nucleotide sequences between

pairs of organisms in order to identify putative orthologs. Curated orthologs are

incorporated from a variety of sources via LocusLink. Organisms represented are listed

on the HomoloGene home page.

HomoloGene can be accessed at http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/HomoloGene/

OMIM

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) is a continuously updated catalog of

human genes and genetic disorders. OMIM focuses primarily on inherited, or heritable,

genetic diseases. It is also considered to be a phenotypic companion to the human

genome project. OMIM is based upon the text Mendelian Inheritance in Man, authored

and edited by Dr. Victor A. McKusick and a team of science writers and editors at Johns

Hopkins University and elsewhere.

OMIM (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man) is a computerized database version of

Victor McKusick's book, Mendelian Inheritance in Man, provided through the National

Center for Biotechnology Information. The primary difference between the two resources

is that the online version is more current. The online database is updated daily, whereas

the book contains all the information that was available online at the time of print. The

online version also provides links to a variety of related resources. The print version

contains a foreward, preface, and appendices that are not available online.

OMIM is reached at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/
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PubMed

PubMed is a database of citations and abstracts for biomedical literature. These

citations are from MEDLINE and additional life science journals. PubMed also includes

links to many sites providing full text articles and other related resources. PubMed is

accessible through the Entrez search and retrieval system.

PubMed is reached at http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/entrez/

Entrez Utilities

Entrez Programming Utilities, also called E-Utilities, are tools that provide access to

Entrez data outside of the regular web query interface. They represent a method of

making WWW links to Entrez. Each utility performs a specialized retrieval task, and can

be used simply by writing a specially formatted URL. For example, EFetch retrieves

records in the requested format from a list of one or more primary IDs or from the user's

environment. The E-Utilities web page describes the available utilities and links to a brief

help document for each one. E-Utilities can be helpful for retrieving search results for

future use in another environment.

For more information about E-Utilities, go to

http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/entrez/query/static/eutils help.html
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11. Tables

Table 1: List of the original 11 PGA centers:

• BayGenomics (UCSF)

• Berkeley PGA

• CardioGenomics (Harvard)

• HopGenes (Johns Hopkins)

• Innate[mmunity (U. Arizona)

e JAX PGA

• ParaBioSys (Mass. General Hospital)

• PhysGen (U. Wisconsin)

• SeattleSNPs (U. Washington)

• Southwestern (UT Southwestern)

• TREX (TIGR)

Table 2: PGA Topics Under Investigation:

* Animal models and phenotypes

* Clinical and physiological studies
* Databases and software tools

* Expression Profiling

* Mutagenesis
* Proteomics

* SNP and Genotypes

* Comparative Sequence Analysis

* Education Programs
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Table 3: Comparison of sample clinical ontologies

MeSH Snomed ICD-9 UMLS

Size 12-25mb | footnote2 1gb 20gb
Cost Free License Free License

Usage Literature Clinical Billing Multipurpose
Ease of use Easy 2 Easy Painful

# Concepts 22,586 357,000 footnoted | > 1 million
Semantic NO Yes No Yes

Relationships

* Size of SNOMED unknown by manuscript author, as that information cannot be found on their website
and it was not used at all for this project.
*Unknown number of concepts in ICD-9 by manuscript author, as that information is not on official
website, but it is easily more than the number in MeSH, and likely approximates the number in SNOMED.
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Table 4: List of Python scripts and modules from MeshLinker

retrieve.p
|

Maser backend Script
Fºº

backend
dbfunctions.py Contains reused

functions for interfacing
with MySQL database

backend

gbpmid.py Retrieves info from
GenBank and PubMed
via e-Utils

GenBank
accession #

List of PubMed ID #'s backend

pubmed.py Retrieves abstract

information and MeSH

headings via e-Utils

PubMed ID Author, Title, Journal,
Volume, Page, Year,
MeSH headings

backend

grabber.py Retrieves info from

Entrez Gene, UniGene,
HomoloGene

LOCusLink ID UniGene name,
UniGene ID,
HomoloGene ID,
OMIM ID

backend

meshfill.py Reads in entire official
MeSH XML file

(desc2004.xml), which is
about 150mb in size.

Parses out all synonyms
associated with the

descriptors, and MeSH
ID numbers associated

with descriptors.
Deposits results into
tables Descriptor,
Meshld, and Synonym

backend

header.py Contains HTML for top
portion of web page (title
and search box)

frontend

Search.py

Processes Search

queries and returns
HTML page with results

text query frontend

meshBrowser.py

Renders webpage,
provides search
capability, and allows
users to browse up and
down MeSH tree

MeSH number Browser page showing
category belonging to
MeSH number

frontend
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Table 5: MeSH Categorizations of Bavgenomics Genes

Total number of genes in MeSH Category “C” (Diseases): 928

Category Category Number Number of Genes Percentage of total
Nervous System Diseases C10 421 45.3

Immunologic Diseases C20 350 37.7

Neoplasms C04 302 32.5

Pathological Conditions, Signs
and Symptoms C23 281 30.3

Congenital, Hereditary, and
Neonatal Diseases and

Abnormalities C16 178 19.2

Disorders of Environmental

Origin C21 102 10.9
Hemic and Lymphatic
Diseases C15 83 8.9

Animal Diseases C22 65 7

Female Genital Diseases and

Pregnancy Complications C13 64 6.9
Cardiovascular Diseases C14 63 6.8

Digestive System Diseases CO6 59 6.4
Nutritional and Metabolic

Diseases C18 59 6.4

Urologic and Male Genital
Diseases C12 57 6.1

Endocrine Diseases C19 53 5.7

Musculoskeletal Diseases C05 45 4.8

Skin and Connective Tissue

Diseases C17 38 4.1

Respiratory Tract Diseases C08 27 2.9

Eye Diseases C11 25 2.7

Otorhinoaryngologic Diseases C09 16 1.7
Virus Diseases CO2 16 1.7

Stomatognathic Diseases CO7 13 1.4
Bacterial Infections and

Mycoses CO1 12 1.3
Parasitic Diseases CO3 6 0.6
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Table 6: BayGenomics cell lines with known phenotypes

Escºline Erotein-Name *Disease-linkages ºf Generaccessionºs:
RRK003 Hemeoxygenase Linked to acute lung injury NM_010442, M33203,

X56826

|RRN335 MIF Linked to ischemic heart disease IAF204395
|Ex318 Fibulin 1 Knockout causes developmental |AK083573, AKO8641,

emphysema and Marfan's NM_01180
Syndrome

TEA176 Integrin Alpha 6 Linked to bullous skin disease, also NM_008397
present in knockout

RRS565 TGFbeta 3 Knockout causes cleft palate and AJ414642
hypoplastic lungs
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Table 7: List of German Gene Trap Consortium cell lines with known phenotypes

GGTC Line Gene Symbol Phenotype
A006B04 Spry4 limb deformation

A20010 novel pigmentation
WO27BO2 Neph podocyte fusion
W036C08 BRC placenta
W044B06 NCH lacrimal gland
WO73DO2 DMP1 SeneSCenCe

Jumonji JMJ tube Closure

M004D05 STAF sterility
MO16A06 PHD finger dwarfism

3C7 LTEP4 Colon cancer, pulmonary emphysema
WO24F10 PKP4 diabetes
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12. Figures/Illustrations

Figure 1: Programs for Genomic Applications

Screenshot depicting the homepage for the NHLBI PGA web site. The PGA is a major
initiative to advance functional genomic research related to heart, lung, blood, and sleep
health and disorders. Goals include developing information, tools, and resources to link
genes to biological function on a genomic scale.

LBI Programs for Genomic Applications web Page - Microsoft Internet Explorer

FTE: Yº Fº Isº Hº T
| + · ·, & El ºl || 3 ■ º 3 3 ||3- ■ º EA

Back
|-- sº Rºh Hºme sºn Fºes Media Hºy W. Fr. EòAddess Jº http://www.nhibinh gov/resources/pga/ F] ºdo links º

Programs for
Genomic Applications

Overall PGA Program

tº ■ º.º.º.º.
A Symposium of High Throughput Biology

---

---------

weekesees sº Welcome to the NHLBI Programs for Genomic Applications Home
------- Page

server- On September 30, 2000, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
- Institute (NHLBI) launched the Programs for Genomic

E. Earact- Applications (PGAs). This program is a major initiative to
advance functional genomic research related to heart, lung,

----- F- blood, and sleep health and disorders.
------ F---

The goals of the PGAs include developing information, tools,
and resources to link genes to biological function on a
genomic scale. All the information, reagents, and tools
developed in the PGAs will be freely available in a timely
manner to the research community.

----- ------

**::::Yººn- In addition, the PGAs will provide workshops, courses, and
visiting scientist programs to facilitate the training of
researchers in the use of the data and related technologies
developed by the PGAs.

-

The purpose of the PGA Web site is to provide a central place

to learn about the PGA Program and to provide access to *
-------------------------------------- - - -

ºneme.
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Figure 2: BayGenomics

Screenshot depicting the homepage of the UC San Francisco PGA center, BayGenomics.
The major goal of BayGenomics is to identify genes relevant to cardiovascular and
pulmonary disease. BayGenomics uses gene-trap vectors to inactivate thousands of genes
in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells for the purpose of generating knockout mice.

je - Microsoft Internet Explorer
º Edº wº Fº Lools Help

- -- -

| - - -, - 3 El ºl || 3 ■ º ■ º º || Fºx ºf E . .
Back Stop Refresh Home search Favorites Media History Maº Pin Edº

-

Address ■ º http://baygenomics.ucsf.edu/
-

Site map Contact us

ºBayCenomics º|
Overview A

Data Access

Workshops

What's newº

GGACCCATAGATTACAGGAFFAATAGGAIATTAGATTAC

ºfººº

º, Done ineme.



Figure 3: Screenshot of a BayGenomics data access page

By clicking on the “Data Access” link from the main page, and then using the browse
function, the user is brought to this page in BayGenomics. Here, one can clearly see the
various gene names on the left-most column, and the cell lines associated with that
particular gene, on the right-most column.

ºf Buy Genomics
ºc Searc H.

Putative Mouse D

[1] 2 3 4 5 § 7 3 3 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 15 17 13 13 20 21

Multiple Mouse Hits

1742 Gene Entries Found (associated with 3397 cell lines)

Nearest Homolog

Showing Gene Entries 1 to 25

© category Definition
l_■ nidentified

- -
---

36 37 33 33 40 41 42 43 44 45 45 47

Putative ID

24-dehydrocholesterol reductase
3-hydroxyisobutyryl-coenzyme a hydrolase

3-phosphoinositide dependent protein kinase-1

5, 10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase
5-methyltetrahydrofolate-homocysteine
methyltransferase
A kinase (prka) anchor protein (yotiao) 9
A kinase ■ prka) anchor protein 11
A kinase ■ prka) anchor protein 13
A kinase ■ prka) anchor protein 7
Abl-interactor 2

Acidic (leucine-rich) nuclear phosphoprotein 32

43 43 5■ . 51

Gene
Symbol

(JAX)
Dhcrº4

Hibch

Pdpki

Mthfr

Mtr

Akap9
Akap11
Akap13
Akap7
Abiz

Amp32.e

6
52 53 54 55 §§ 57 53 53 5■ . 51 52 E3 54 55 68 EZ 55

3 70

Chromosome cº Position ºn Shºw Cell Lines

4

1

17

4

13

5

14

7

10

1

3

syntenic
syntenic

syntenic

76.4

5.0

syntenic
syntenic
syntenic
syntenic
syntenic

syntenic

RRR333

RRS545

RRJ235 RFU435 XB12D XH325
XNC29

RRS464

RRF13B

RRS 155

RPT325

RRSOBO FRS513 XE372

RRJ313 RRC550

TEA 104 XCB34

FRJO 15 RFKQQ1 RFK4U5
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Figure 4: Screenshot of a BayGenomics annotation page

By using the browse function or searching capabilities of BayGenomics, the user is
presented with an annotation page resembling this one. This particular page shows the
annotation information in Baygenomics for cell line RRS464. One can see the links to
outside genome localization tools such at UCSC Blat and Ensembl, and also to the usual
NCBI databases such as GenBank and LocusLink.

a Buyoenomics
Search

Gene■ rap Resource DB Results: RRS464

Cell Line:

Genome Mapping:
Vector:

Species:

Category:

ldentification:

Gene Symbol (JAX):
Chromosome:

cM Position:

Top Mouse db■ ST
Match:

dbCSS:

Sequence:

Post Date:

Last Updated:

Availability:

RRS464 (240 bp)
in ºr of

p : 1.3 ("Jºe

Mus musculus

sº ced)

Pº'at, el ■ cu-e J

5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase | | | º

GenBank: ■ º, Locus|D: Tº = - 100.0% identity over 100.0% length of the RRS464 sequence tag
Mth■ r

4

76.4

ºf a - matched 100.0% identity over 100.0% length of the RRS464 sequence tag [] . . . ]

- - -

>RRS464 (Mthfr; 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase)
GGGGTTATGTCTTCCAGAAGGCCTACCTCGAATTCTTCACCTCCCGTGAAACTGTGGAGGCGCTTCTGCAGGTGCTGAAG
ACATACGAGCTGCGGGTCAACTACCACATCGTGGACGTGAAGGGAGAGAACATCACTAATGCCCCTGAGCTGCAGCCCAA
TGCCGTGACGTGGGGCATCTTCCCGGGTCGAGAGATCATCCAGCCTACTGTGGTGGACCCCATCAGCTTCATGTTCTGGA

of noad or AB| trace file used for RRS464.

Oct 10, 2003

Jun 18, 2004 ( or,)

This sequence was obtained by 5'RACE PCR from amouse embryonic stem (ES) cell clone with an insertional
mutation from a gene trap vector. ce. e - a. a. apg to the scientific community for the purpose of
generating a gene knockout mouse.

Copyright 2002 Regents of the University of California All rights reserved.
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Figure 5: Flowchart for data retrieval

Diagram depicting the overall flow of information. Starting with the initial GenBank
accession number, the data retrieval is accomplished through two pathways. The first is
by obtaining the LocusLink ID, then hitting the UniGene website to obtain the
HomoloGene ID, then finding the human gene homolog in order to determine the
corresponding OMIM number. The second pathway takes the GenBank accession
number, obtains the various PubMed numbers within the corresponding GenBank
annotation page, and then downloads all associated PubMed abstracts, eventually
obtaining the MeSH headings contained in each abstract. In each case, the obtained data
is then stored in the SQL database.

GenBank Accession #

LOCUSLink ID PubMed ID's

UniGene

MeSH headings

HomoloGene

OMIM ID MeSH ID's

A-T
Deposit information into dB
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Figure 6: Database schema

Diagram showing the MeshLinker database schema. There are overall 3 main categories,
shown in the green, blue, and red boxes. The 3 tables in the green area are taken directly
from the production BayGenomics server. The tables in the red area correspond to the
information obtained from the first pathway described in Figure 5 (Unigene,
HomoloGene, and OMIM). The tables in the blue area correspond to the information
obtained in the second described pathway (abstract information and MeSH headings).

identity ----

gene idKey
accession

locusLinklo

last Omim Date

last MeshDate

cellLine

type

Fºllº-Reading Article ---- -

article amºunts, * idKey mediums, unsigned -article medium ■ ºun-laned
pmid ºranº gene smallinºis, unsigned

1
warchar (255)heading

title warchartzºs,

author ºn-lºss

journal ºn-ºss
-

volume ºn-sº
-article amºunts,

- -

--- aces warch-r tºdescriptor amºunts, pag
-

year -archar (10) Lºlº
-

locus Link loverchartso

pmid warchartºo)Descriptor

smallint (5)

name warchar (50
hid watchartºon

*gene -º-º:
curated unº

varchertzss Unigene

-
gene ºnallin-15) *
unigeneld *descriptor amºunts,-descriptor amºunts

- - name warena, ºss,
-

id --rch--
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Figure 7: MeshLinker title page

The main page of MeshLinker resembles many common internet search engines – at the
top is a search box that one can input queries for certain diseases and gene accession
numbers. Beneath that is a clickable browser that one can use to traverse the entire

MeSH tree in search of genes. Here, the top level of the MeSH hierarchy is shown.

"E = Mozilla Firefox
-

EEE
Elle Edit view go Bookmarks Tools Help

©n
-
º

-
º º Sº D https:/nwww.tes baygenomics.ucsf.edu.ecomicgi-bin/meshmesher - G.

-

MeshLinker
Search by name:

Look it up! |

Browse via the 15 main MeSH categories:

Currently total 17174 Baygenomics genes in MeshLinker.
Number of genes falling under each MeSH category are in parentheses.

A Anatomy (2062 genes)
B Organisms (9146 genes)
C Diseases (928 genes)
D Chemicals and Drugs (9201 genes)
ºr a Lºost and (8.972 genes)

F Psychiatry and Psychology (114 genes)
C Bºula Cºleºn-es (92.13 genes)
| Pº a Cºleºes (7789 genes)
lºtº opology E. (57 genes)
Leº a (24 genes)
K. Humanities (0 genes)
lººd or (9085 genes)

M. Persons (313 genes)
Health are (4745 genes)
Geºlºgº (4 genes)

^ Done
-

■
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Figure 8: Example browser page displaying MeSH subcategory for “Diseases”

From the first page, clicking on the category “Diseases (C)” will bring the user to the
page, showing one step deeper in the MeSH hierarchy.

"[] Mozilla firefox =

Ele Edit view Go Bookmarks Tools Help

©n
-
º

-
º º Sº L. https://wwwtest.baygenomics.ucsf.edu:8007/cgi-bin/mesh/meshBr - G.

MeshLinker

Search by name:

lookrupt

Top level | Diseases (c)

Diseases (C)

No genes fal■ under this exact MeSH number

Additional MesR headings falling under Diseases (C);

Number of BayCenomics genes falling under MeSH categories are specified in parentheses.

ºn a Lºea e ( ) (65 genes)
Bacterial infections and Mycoses (C01) (12 genes)

a doves a tº ( 1) (63 genes)
destive system

-- -

(59 genes)
Endocrine Dise (53 genes)
| We Disease (25 genes)
female Centº allots (64 genes)
Hemic and ºn (83 genes)
nºnunologic Dise (350 genes)

-

(102 genes)
storatognatº Dº º (13 genes)
Musculoskeleta L

-

(45 genes)
Condental. He edia as and Abnormº (178 genes)
Neoplasms (CO4)(302 genes)

le vous system dºes (421 genes)
tº tonal and Metabolic L (C18) (59 genes)

Otorhinola ºnqoloq D. (16 genes)
Parastic Diseases (CO3) (6 genes)
Respiratory Tract Diseases (CO3) (27 genes)
Paiºlogical Condillons. Sºns and

-

(281 genes)
Liologic and Male Cental C12) (57 genes)

us Diseases (16 genes)
Sººn and Con■ º (C17) (38 genes)

|^ Done
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Figure 9: Browser page with gene annotations

Screenshot showing a MeSH category with two genes that have PubMed abstracts
containing the exact same MeSH heading name. Dynamic links are generated, leading to
outside databases such as Unigene and OMIM, as well as direct links to the associated
PubMed abstract.

"E] Mozilla Firefox EEGS)
File Edit View Go Bookmarks Tools Help

©n
-
º

-
º 3. sº L. https://www.test.baygenomics.ucsf.edu:8007/cgi-bin/mesh/meshBr ~ G.

-

meshlinker
Search by name:

Look it up!

Top level | Diseases (c) | Respiratory Tract Diseases (CO3) | Respiration Disorders (~98.618)

Respiratory Insufficiency (C08.618.846)

Genes falling under this exact MeSH number:
NM_010493 Mus musculus intercellular adhesion molecule (Icaml), mRNA.

Cell lines . . . . . . .” - tº e L.
–––
■ º I : . . . . . . . [...]

Unigene Clusters * * * * : Intercellular adhesion molecule (Icaml)

Possible OMIM 147840. Malaria, cerebral, susceptibility to,
associations

Pubmed entries linking , , , , – ºr al Effects of intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) null
gene to MeSH number mutation on radiation-induced pulmonary fibrosis and respiratory

insufficiency in mice. J Natl Cancer inst 94, 733-41 (2002).

NM_033398 Mus musculus phosphatidylserine receptor (Ptdsr), mRNA.

Cell lines ºr j : . .”. e -1

Unigene Clusters tº r .422 Phosphatidylserine receptor (Ptdsr)

Possible OMIM None

associations

Pubmed entries linking - tº ºf a Phosphatidylserine receptor is required for clearance of
gene to MeSH number apoptotic cells. Science 302, 1560-3 (2003).

Additional MeSH headings falling under Respiratory Insufficiency
(C08,618,846):

Number of BayCenomics genes falling under MeSH categories are specified in parentheses.

. . . . [- - - - arº º lº 3 ºr º:)
Airway Obstruction (C08.618.8

a rigº
is ºr a

■ º
----- - - - ---

| n http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=147840
-
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Figure 10: Example search results page using query of “parkinson's disease”

Screenshot showing a search result using the query “parkinson's disease”. Notice that
MeshLinker makes use of the synonyms included with MeSH. The official MeSH term
is Parkinson Disease, but the application is able to understand the term Parkinson's
Disease.

"E] Mozilla Firefox =
Ele Edit View Go Bookmarks Tools Help

©n
-
º

-
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- 1

F =
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º
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